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STROKE AM) SP«3 RESOLVED 3UT SHäCTRA OF LIOHnniW 

T. Sober't Connor 

/SS'CRACT 

TVenty-fow ■'crok«-r«BOlwd silt spectra of lightning taken In 1966 

are preaented,  on» of which Is also the first spaoe-resolivd silt Bpectran 
oT s return stroke- 

These split spectra unambiguously show that the lightning return- 

otröhs chabnel Is a strocj -jootinuwn source and that the continuum ob- 
served in the siltless spect-ra in 1965 Is real and not the result of line 

radiation scattered fron natural backgrounds such as clouds, base, or 
rain,   -s  

Rsdueed silt and slltless lightning spectra new available Indicate 

differences among strokes, both in coetimnn shape and relativ« lins la- 

tensity.   For most strokes the contlauum can be fitted by e straight line, 
and the measured 3900- to 69OO.A contlnuwi ratio varying between 1.3 and 

2.1» can be explained by an optically thin breasstrahlung source with 

electror temperatures between 18,000 and 50,000%.    Sons strokes have a 

ratio larger than Z.k, and may be intezwdiate between optically thick 

and thin, siooe at a given electron temperature this ratio becones larger 
as the source beecsKS optically thicker.   Other continua cannot he fitted 

by s straight line, and SOBM of these agree with publishad results.   Tita 

spectrvB near 59lh 1 is essentially contlnuun. 

A blend of Mil, 01, and OH nultiplats near 4630 i. la much stronger 

for slit spectra than for slltless, but sU-sfy photoastrlc data show 

that this feature Is variable.   Turthenaore, the Intensity of multlplets 
between 4000 and 4250 I agrees with slltless spectra for sons strokes, 
while for others it is much stronger.    These variations lailcato real 

differences in the data sample, not instnasntal effects. 

Jha average width at half* "«tensity Is the same for slit and sllt- 

less spectra for all strong line fe»tares except Ha.    One passlhls ex- 

planation is that the channel's electron density, which determines Stark 
broadening of So., avaragBd twice as large in the 1965 study as in 1966. 

^jft^uSMHA*** 



Anotfaar pcaialblllty, suggastad ly tie spece-resolved apectna,  JA tint In 

acwB of the alitlcaa spectra tbs obaerved Ha lino wldtt was partly due to 

Its apace profile.    In agrMoent with slltleaa spectra, the Ha lino Is 

generally weaKer for first than for subsequent return strokes, and the 

ratio of NU to NI radiation and the slope of the contlnuvn iiiir'cate a 

higher tenperature, oa the average, for first return strokes. 

For those strokes  «hose contlmiun Is fitted veil by a straight Una, 

the 5000-11 hleod of NU uoltlplsts looks like a good lightning dlscrlmi- 

nutt for Vola ayetoroi.    For strokes whose cotitluuuu drops strongly fron 

4000 to 5lt00 & and rises again at langer vavelengths.  It seems lees feasi- 
ble.    A quantitative trea-bnant cf the best channel lor dlscrtoiration must 

he delayed. 

BM space-reoolved spectrum shows that the time- and wavelength-in- 

tegrated brightness of the line radiation frcm three strong line features 
at 4630,  5000, aal 5680 X, aid of the total visible light, falls to hhlf 

central brightness ~ 8 meters frcn the channel center, while 6563 % line 
radiation falls to half central brightness In ~ 34 asters and la above 

Instranent threshold out to ~ 1P0 meters.    Bnlsslon at such large dis- 
tances must be caused by lateral carom currents,    this was an unusual 

stroke, and dlmenslonB cf all other atrctes were too snail to be resolved. 

I.    IMRCtOCTIOM 

During data reduction of stroke-resolved silt- 

less lightning spectra1 obtained as part of the 1965 

ARPA-AEC joint llghtalng study at Toe Alamos, the 
question «rose whether What appeared to be continuun 

lit the slltless spectra might not be due largely to 

light scattered free clouds, rain, and aerosol near 

'ihe channel«    An attempt was made in the eunaer of 
1966 to anawer this question.    The lAOB lens and 

grating spactrograph used for the slltless spectros- 
eagf and described earlier1 was operated with a ver- 
tical entrance slit at the focus cf the Objective 

lane and with a 90° image rotator In front of the 

objective lens.    With this arrangement a vertical 

lightning Channel la imaged horizontally across the 

vertical entrance slit.    If there is DO light scat- 

tared near the channel, and If the channel diameter 

is unresolved by the objective lane, that part cf 
the channel imaged on the entrance slit acts as a 

plohol* entrance aperture and its spectrum la dls- 

played as a horizontal line in the film.    TT, how- 

ewer, a significant amount of light la scattered or 

emitted on either side of the channel, than the 

spectrum of this light is displayed above and below 
the spectrum of the channel core. 

Hundreds cf stroke-resolved silt spectra of 

lightning were obtained In the svnoner oT I966 by 

this technique, but only 24 were Judged suitable for 

reduction and reported here.    OtJy one of the 24 had 

sufficient light scattered or enlt'^d near the chan- 

nel to give an exposure allowing spatial resolution 
of this light. 

II.    STR0KE-RB30LVED SLIT SIECTOOSCOPr OF rjCHTNDK 

A.    Aaparatus 

The spectrograpb used la the N4CB lens and 
grating spectrograpfa2 with a film-aperture ratio of 

f/2.6 and a dispersion of 90 l/mu,    A 90° Imags ro- 

tator made cf two glass prisms was placed In front 

of the objective lens to Image the vertical light- 

ning channel horizontally across the vertical en. 

trance slit.    The spectrograph's horizontal field 

of view was 16°.   The spectra taken on September 7, 

3967 wre Obtained using a 200^ entrance slit (this 

corresponds to •• 6.5 I in the film plane); for all 



other spectra the allt width was 100 |a.    The width 

at half»intensity for lines of a mercury caurce wss 

Sill (the entrance allt width was 100 y, and the 

densitometer allt width was 25 ^).    1o improve the 

si^nal-to-nolae ratio In the lightning spectra, they 
were deneltmetared with a slit 125-ti wide, giving 

an Inetrunental width of ~ 10 & for the reduced 
spectra,    Eastman Kodak 2hij film was used. 

Tbe spectrogra^h calibration was determined at 

50-Jl intem-ale. Tha calibration and method cC djr.ta 

reduction have been described earlier.1 

B.    tfeeulta and üXBCUBBIOü 

1. Reduced spectra - The Zk spectra are pre- 

sented in Figs. 1 through 2h, at the end cf this re- 

port.    The abscissa in each case is wavelength in 

Angstrons, and the ardlnate is tine-Integrated flux 

(erg/A on6) at the entrance slit.    TLle flux emanates 

fron a vertical length of channel specified in the 

figure caption.    Each apectrun Is corrected for air 
and water vapor transmission, but it was not possi- 

ble to correct for rain tranamission. 

2. Coctlnuga shape - The contimnm level la 
reasonably easy to determine between U$00 and (3*00 %, 

but for sane spectre it is difficult to say whether 

there are strong tumps in the continum between UOOO 
and h500 % and becween 6400 aad 6700 \, or whether 

these humps are due to a high density of overlapping 
lines.    There la no con-elation between the presence 

or absence of these bunps and the magnitude of the 

flux at the entrance pupil which would indicate an 
instnanental effect or error in calibration. 

Between 61+00 and 67OO I the strongest identified 

lines are Ha and NI (20, 21, 22, Jl), as can be seen, 

for example, in F<.g. 7 (count 32, scan 5).    The lines 

are sharp, and there is no ^unp.    However, Figure 3 

(count 32, scan 1), which has about the same contln- 

UUB level {k^OO to 6400 X), shows a buap In this 

wavelength region.    IT the busip la due to the sane 

lines, they must have jecane exceedingly diffuse. 

Orville's tine-resolved spectra3 show that the Ha 
feature can be extremely broadened by the Stark 
effect in the first few micrasaconds of a return 

stroke, and, since the quartet-quartet NI transi- 

tions are also strongly broafiened by the S^ark ef- 

fect, it is conceivable that in the early time hlf ■ 
tory of the stroke these lines could be strongly 

broadened and produce the dbaerved buap. 

To appreciate the jroblem of determining the 

contlnuvm level between 4000 and 4300 Jl, consider 

again Fig». 5 through 7 which are spectra oT three 

return strokes cf one flash.    If the level of the 

continuun were drawn Just below the obvious lint 

fea-tires, then in Pig. 5 there would be a sharp rise 

in the continum near 4300 jl and a sharv drop again 

near 4000 X; in Fig. 7, the rise and drop of the 

contlKuun in this sane wavelength range are not so 

sharp, and in Fig. 6 there is a question whether the 

continuum really rises quickly at 4300 & and drops 
sharpJy at 4000 J, or rises gradually from 4600 to 

•v 4100 % with « strong absorption feature near 4300 X 

(there Is a well-documented but unldentilied atonos- 

pheric absorption feature at ~ 4300 X which has been 

dbserved by Ruai jan workers) .4's 

Strong, sharp, 200- or 300u]l.wl4e bunps in the 

continuun are difficult to explain theoretically,, as 

are absorption bands that are strong in one stroke 
of a flash and absent from the next stroke.    It wculd 

be most satlsfyli« to conclude that the bunps are due 

to lines, but ti*re nay also be theoretical problems 
for this conclusion, since the ratio of the total 

energy radiated by m (12, 40, 50, 65, 42, 55, and 

48) to that radiated by NU (5) is only - 2 av 
20,0000K, or ~ 6 at 40,000% and the ratio cf the 

total energy radiated by Nl (10,  b, 4, and 9) to 

ttat by MI (20) Is ~ 8.3 at IOJOOO^, or ~ 6.6 at 

40,000oK.    It Is therefore Impossible to account for 

the busp quantitatively in all cases by considering 

only the NI anl Mil species. 

A large fraction of the spectra can be closely 

fitted by a straight line If the strong bv-ps dis- 
cussed above are attributed to lin* radiation.   The 

shape of tha cootimiun for these strokes is then in 

agreement with that reported in lA-3Tjk, and can be 

explained by a bremsStrahlung source.   For electron 
temperatures between 18,000 and 28,000%, optically. 

thin bramsatrahlung continuun has a fairly linear 
wavelength dependence throughout the visible, with a 
3900u to 69OO-X continuun ratio of - 1.3 at 18,000% 

and ~ 1.8 at 28,000oK.   Even at electron temperatures 

as high as 50,000% the visible continuun, although 

beconing slightly concave, can be fitted oy a 
etralght line to within 101, and the 3900- to 6900-1 
continuun ratio is »2.4.    I«r(ger ratios result at a 



given elBotron tcmperatiire at, the aouree betaneB 

optically thicker. 

'Omre aro «pectra (see Pis». 6, 9,  i9- 21) 
which we not ..    simpjy explained In tjnna of bi-eras- 

atrahliu« radiation.    Their contlmnaa falls EO fast 
fro« 4000 to 5500 A t>«t It must be aeeuned that the 

early high tampurature phase of the channel was In- 

tarMdlate Ix/tween op» ically thin and thick, while 

the rise in the contlauum towards longer vave lengths 

could be di» to eml^elon, eltter of long duration 

or at higher than nomal electron densities,  late 

In the ctamnel hlstoiY when electron temperature had 

drqppad below ll.OOü^K. 

Tbe contlnuun spectru' agreement for slit and 

alltless »pectra la good.      The bett agreeraent Is 

between the first return utroke (slltless spectrum) 

at run 40, count 171,  1965, and the first return 
stroXe (slit spectr_j)  of count 76, September 7, 
1966.    For these two strokes, even the llne-to- 

contlnuum ratio is about the same,  although there 
la a slightly different intensity distribution 
anoog the liiea.    AB for the 196? spectra,  the con- 

tlnm« generally fells off more quickly frcci blue 

to red for first return stroken than for subsequent 
return strokes.  Indicating a higher temperature for 

first return strokes in most casee. 

Ihe spectra have been canpared wltli continuxm 

•pectra publihed by Orvtlle and Uaan,8 and certain 

a* their contlaua are found to agree with spectra 

shorn here in Figs. 3, 6, 9, 17, 19, and 21 except 
t;*t in a fsw cases their contlnuun at 5000 /» la too 

large for agreement.    Many spectra presented here 

have contimrjn which Is too linear throughout the 

visible to agree with Orville and Unan's results, 
aid they have a few strokes whose coi.timuan Is too 

strongly peaked uear 4000 I to agree with ny results,     than for subsequent return strokes, and tho ratio of 
but this Is jxrobably due to differences In deta 

V  
sanpli. Not yet published, 

Thble    I. 

Average .jelf^wldths of Line Features for Slltless and Slit Spectra 

3.    I^QB footures - OSie blend of NIT, 01, and 

Oil multlploti; near 46?0 Ä is mv     stronger for the 

1966 snmpie of fLnshes tton for 1965'8 sample, but 
data    taken with l6o° f ieM of view phatoe.'aotric 

detectors operated by ECHO during the 1965 suaner 

otudy also Indicate that this feature Is variable 

fron str»-'"    to stroke and fron stomi to storm. 

Purthemicre, äalsnavc et al. have shown that for a 

«Iven stroke,  the relative  intensity of this fea- 

ture varies along the,  height of the channel.7   The 
blend of multlpleto between 4000 and 4250 I agrees 

with alltiec;, spectra for sane strokes, while for 

otrsera  it io «ucJi strongpr.    Hiebe variations la» 

dlcate real differences in the data sanplfi and are 

not icstnmental effects. 

Bie question wna raised in IA-3754, whether 

scattering or light emission close to the channel 
could result in apparently broader .Mnes for sllt- 

less spectra.    Ite hnlf-width (width at half-inten- 

sity) hfiH been measured for a number of line fea- 

tures, and the average half-width and mean deviation 

are  listed in Table I for slit and slltless spectra. 
The "vcrage lialf-width agrees within the mean de- 
viatlon far all lines except ffa..    Nonresonant 

scattering cannot explain this difference, and on» 

possible explanation ic that Stark broadening was 

larger for the sample of slltlesB spectra than for 

the slit spectra.    A tabulation of Stark-broadened 

line profiles for hyürogens shews that a factor of 
two difference in electron density can acceiuvt for 

the difference In line width.    Another possible ex- 

planation,  suggested by the results of the space- 

resolved spectrum,  is that in some of the slltless 

spectra the observed lb line width was partly due 

to ite space profile.    As in spectra from 1965, the 

Ifa line Is generally' weaker for first return strokes 

Wavelength of feature (/>) ???? 5000 56ÖO LJ2!*0 61^8 6478 6?6? 6644 

Slltless Hilf-wldth (Jl)* 0i2 17±? IJifi I^fc4 28±5 20*3 27±? 22±i3 

Slit Half-width (h* 8±1 15i2 l6l/4 19i2 24±4 1<*5 I8d£ SZA 

Hot corrected for instrwental width. 



NU to NX radiation, which is a msaaure of the degre« 

of excitation, la larg«? for llrat tfann for ■•JMe« 

quent return »trohes. 

k,   Syace-resolved lightning spBetrvn • The 

spectrun in Tig. £S ccmaponda to a danaltcneter 

trace made along the darX central part of the apac«- 

reaolvsd spectrm,    O^h^r ■. nsitoneter tracings were 

made at 5<Hi iotarvals on both sides of ths first, 

out to 200 p,    There Iß actually exposure out to 

400 |a, but that beyond 200 ja became too poor to 

yield good spectra.   Dils exposure la not due to tine 

smear, because two photoelectric channel« f'\t 59lh 

and 6563 X) whose field cf view included ~ 200 aeters 

of 'ehe lightning chemssl li^icate that the intensity 

of the channel rose and decayed two decades in about 

500 to 600|ijec.    The channel would have had to ra- 

diate for ~ 16 msec If the exposure were due to 
tine Sfflear.    Purthermore,  it is not due to oveiex- 

posure, since other spectra of greater exposure do 

not show this effect.    The expounre is therefore 
due to light emitted or scattered either aide of tl« 

center of the vertical channel. 

She apparent brigbtness 28 meters fron the 

channel center is orders of magnitude greater than 

would bu expected for light scattered either fron 

heavy rainfall or frcn a cloud behind the channel. 

Turthermo.'s, the strong change in shape of the 

contlnuun at points avay from the channel center 

indicates that tl* scatterers or reflecting surfaoe 

are dispersive.    I Bust therefore conclude that 

there is strong light «miss ion from points as far 

as 31 meters froci the channel center, and that at 

6^63 I the appareut brigbtness Is above threshold 

out to - lo0 aeters. 

tltae tine« and wavelength-integrated brightness 

at all visible light (all line plus eontismn radi- 

ation bfc.ween 3900 and 69OO A except the Ha line) 
emitted by the channel falls off exponentially as a 
function of distance from channel center out to 

apprOKliuatoly 31 meters, at which point it still 
docreases, but quite slowly.    A similar dependence 

was found for atonic line emission of three strong 
line features at 4630, 5000, and 5680 1, and in all 

four cases the brigbtness dropped to half ths chan- 
nel esnter brightness in ~ 6 meters.    Howrver, the 

tine- and wavelength» integrated brigtatnass of the 

Ha line has an exponential dependence «it to at 

least 62 Bwters, and has droppeA to hmlf oentral 

brightness In - 34 me fers. 

Bis fact that the half-width of the spatial 

brlghtnsss profile 1« four tlmsaa larger for Ja than 

far ths other emission lines or for tin total visi- 

ble light can also explain the difference in Bi line 

width for the slit and slitless spectra. 

a» contmun for the chamel core can be fit- 

ted vezy well by a straight line throughout ths vis- 

ible except for a slight bunp in ths vicinity of Kb.. 

At » 13 maters fron channel center, however, the 

contianu has a strong, brood bunp peaking near 
4730 Jl and another peaking between 6500 and 67OO X, 

n»re are m inlas at ~ 3700 and 4130 i with e rising 

continuum at wave lengths shorter than 41^0 J..    Itm 

shape of the conrinom for the c <annel core can be 
explained in terms of brenestrahlwig radiation, but 
X presently hav» no pi^-sical interfretation for the 

shape of ti» continuum at points off channel center, 

I can only conclude th't the emission at such 

great distances must be excited by a lateral flew of 

current between the lightning channel and highly 

charged air surrounding it.    To danonstrate the 
plausibility of this. Pi«. Ü3 sham an enlarged 

photograph of a lightning flash fro« thp 19^3 study 

(count 393 of run 30).    It was taSen at night using 

a red filter (~ 500-Jl half-width, peek at ~ £330 X) 

in front of a 63-iEm,f/4 lens.   Tbt ranes was meas- 

ured as 13.4 km by photographic triangulation.    übe 

main channel jetween cloud and ground is » 2.4-laB 

long.   Tbere «re many branches off the wain channel 

t.ito the surrounding air, iadicating that the air 

was highly charged.    Use width of these branch 

strokes indicates the resolution limit of the camera. 
9» main channel to ground consists of a bright core, 

whose diameter is also unresolved by the camera, and 

a broad emitting region whose diameter varies fron 
«. 150 meters near the cloud to -> 200 meters near the 
ground.    The uniformity of the brightness in this 

region leads me to conclude that the emission is due 

to a ecrone-type discharge. 

letnral corona currents were first discussed 

by Bruce and Oolde8 to explain observations of elec- 
tric field changes, end have bean created mathemat- 

ically by Pierce10 and by Rao and Bhattactoya.11 

Tim time history of such phenomena is about one to 
a few milllsec so that little or no time usear would 



be expected ir f;he record for caant 91, and the 

ajnnetry of the expoeure indlcateo that tliere was 

no time linear. 

In the diecuseione of lateral corona currents 

just mentioned, the current  le aald to oraln away 

charge deposited along ths path of the stepped 

leader, and the dj^-jeter o^  stepped leaders has 

been reported to vary between 1 and 10 meters.12 

The emission 1Ü0 meters frcn the channel imist there- 

fore be caused by drulnlng away of cliargi, which was 

not deposited in the a^r ly the stepj»;''. ^.-ader, 

Ihe fact that the }la emlaelon becarap£  so mucli 

stronger relative to the rest of tie siectrura Is 

also conulfitent with a corona current excitatior. 

process, for It is well known that water drops in 

high electric fields (f>läB that would exist be- 

tween the channel core and the surrounaing r,r ce 

charge) give off a corona discharge.13*15   Oils dis- 

chargs at the sxirface of the drop caild produce large 

quantities of «ydrogen even when the temperature be- 

cane too low to excite NIX ex brensatraidung contln- 

UUB radiation. 

III.    OOMOUBIOrB 

In L/UJTS1* It was concluded that the image of 

thft lightning channel at tns entrance ap?rt JTO did. 

Indeed, act at an entrance slit, nnd that tie con- 

tlnmn seen by the slitless spectrograpli was there- 

for truly contlma»,    IS» slit spectra •awbiguous- 

ly «how thav the lightning channel lr. a strong con- 

tlnuun source and that the spectnir. i£ar *>9lh I is 

essentially contlnujm.    Furthermore,    onslderlng 

only those strokes fron 1966 which gavs good spectra, 

only one in 2k gave significant exposure at distances 

of one resolution limit beyond the channel center. 

For 25 at the 2k, the channel image at the entrance 

aperture would,  'ndeed, have acted as an entrance 

allt If this spectrograph had been operated In a 

slltls?; i^'jde.    There are, however, stormo such as 

run 30 of the 1965 lightning study In which a large 

fraction otT the flashes photographed show strong 

e-ilfifalon ait to large distances either side of the 

main channel, and a great deal of b- ncnlng of the 

main Jsnucl l.^o t.» hlgiily chargt-i air.    For such 

atar» the RdStaiptlon that the channel Image acts 

■a an entrejice silt might not be valid.    However 

pictures  or '.he i._'6s I lashes for whj'-h spectra were 

obtained show little cteituiel branching and no emis- 

sion about the unresolved channel core,  so the as- 

sumption must be  considered valid. 

Toe Inrger saicple of reduced lightning spectra 

now avallnbie  IrxUcutes differences  in the spectrum 

of lightning for different strokes, both in the 

shape of the co.itlnuum snd in the relative intensity 

the ^Inei;,    Tits width of the Va line was, on the 

average,   larger for   the  I965 slitless spectra  than 

far the 19ö;i slit spectra.    TMa  is possibly due to 

a factor of two difference in electron density in 

the volume emitting Ha,  or pert of the width of Mie 

line might have been due to a spatial profile in '/je 

case of  the slltleas spectra. 

Agreement has also been found between the con- 

klnuum of a few strokes  and a few of the results 

published by Orvlile and Utaan.0   hany of the strokes 

havu a continuim that can Lie flttea veil by a 

straight  lint' and  car, therefore be explained  in 

terms of c btKrasstrahlung sourr.,».    In some  -ases the 

large   ')900-   to o-jOO.>, contlm~iii ratio suggests  that 

the ccn    muia is  intermediate betwe-n optically thin 

and thick. 

'Itic spoce-ror-jlved  lightning spectrum shows 

strong VOJLP-O emission out to ~ }0 meters fron the 

channel core,  and  In the  vlcjnity  of Ih  this erelssion 

is  above  the  instrumental  tlireshold out  to ~ 120 

meters.    Thm eclEslon mc- been attributed to excit- 

ation by  latercj  corona  ^urr^nts. 

Since a  qualitative discussion was   uresented in 

LAf-'iTyk regarding the feasibility of using a  narrow 

channel at |>000 i for  lightning dlBcrimination for 

Vela Sierra de jction systems,  a cCBiment about the 

bearing of tne slit spectra on this Problem is ap. 

pnopriate.    The slit spectra, whose continuum can be 

fitted by e straight line and for which the bleni of 

lines between 4000 and 1*250 A is of weak to moderate 

strergth,   nre  very similar to the slitless spectra. 

Consequently,  for the^e, a 20-A-wide discrimination 

channel centered on the blend of Nil multipleta rear 

5000 A may be as good 01 better a discriminant, uaier 

a variety of storm and background light conditions, 

than one at either 4150 or 656^    I,    For the eilt 

spectra for which the b-tend of lines between UOOO 

and 4250 A is strong or for which the contlnuvri drops 



steeply fron 4000 i. toward longer w«vel«ngthB, • 

y00O-A chBiwsl will not be so much better than, and 

nay not be BO good as, a 4150- or 6565-^ channel. 

However, a quantitative trestment of the best chan- 

nel far dlBcrlmlnatlon must be delayed for presep- 
tatlon In another report.18 
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fig. 1.   Flux at «pectrosraph entrance pupil fron ~ 6-iDeter length of channel, unccrrected for rain 
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Fig. 2.    Flux at epectrograph entrance pupil from *> ö-meter length of channel, uncorrected for rain 
tranamlsaion.    Subsequent return stroke. 
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